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Easy, weeknight-friendly keto recipes for the whole familyEating keto for every meal can be

challenging, especially if you’re pressed for time or feeding a full household. This dinner

cookbook relieves the stress with 100 delicious keto meals that come together with minimal

effort. Keep your culinary repertoire fresh with a variety of flavorful dishes that everyone will

love.Make keto easy with a dinner cookbook that includes:A keto kitchen crash course—Brush

up on the basics of keto, and find a list of the most essential ingredients and equipment to keep

on hand.Easy cooking methods—Pick meals that fit your schedule with a dinner cookbook of

dishes organized by convenience: 30 minutes or less, 5 or fewer ingredients, one pot, slow

cooker, and more.Something for everyone—Find options for a range of dietary needs, plus

advice on what you can prep ahead of time and how to adjust recipes for picky eaters.Discover

a dinner cookbook that makes keto cooking a simple part of your routine.

“Have you been looking for an ‘easy button’ for your keto meals? Then look no further than the

Super Easy Keto Cookbook from Georgina Bomer. Whether you're an old keto pro or a total

newbie, her simple, delicious, and healthy recipes will save you time and energy. Great tips and

tricks too. Now, who's hungry?”  �Carolyn Ketchum, founder and chief executive eater of All Day I

Dream About Food“If you're looking for simple, tasty keto recipes that work, this book belongs

on your bookshelf! I've been following Georgina's blog for years, and her expertise and

knowledge in low-carb cooking is simply inspiring. A treasure trove of fuss-free, family-friendly,

delicious meals.”  �Katrin Nürnberger, founder of Sugar Free Londoner“If you’re busy but want to

live a keto lifestyle and enjoy delicious food, this is the book to get. Georgina Bomer, the queen

of quick and easy keto recipes, does not disappoint in this cookbook. Whether your idea of

easy is tossing ingredients in a slow cooker and letting it bubble away all day, a meal that can

be made from start to finish in less than 30 minutes, a meal that minimizes the cleanup by

using only one pot, or a meal that doesn’t require cooking at all, this book has you covered.”  �Dr.

Annissa Slusher, cofounder of Simplysohealthy.com--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorGEORGINA BOMER is the author and creator of

StepAwayFromTheCarbs.com, a blog that features low-carb recipes, information, and product

reviews. She is the author of Low Carb Chocolate Recipes, Low Carb Family Favorites, Low

Carb Meals for One, Low Carb Recipes �Five Ingredients or Less, Low Carb Snacks, and

Everything Zero Carb.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Easy Keto Cookbook! I’m Georgina, and I’ve been following a low-carb diet since 2008.

Whether you’ve been on keto for six months or six years, you’ll always want new strategies and

recipes for keeping your culinary repertoire enjoyable, manageable, and ever-changing. That’s

likely why you picked up this book, and I’m happy you did.Everyone on keto has a story, and

you may relate to mine. Before I discovered this way of eating, I had tried many other methods

of losing weight (and keeping it off) without success. At the beginning of my keto journey, I

made a long list of keto-friendly foods and meals that I loved, like a good steak (here); sashimi,

bacon, roast chicken (here); and creamed spinach (here). I couldn’t believe I could eat things I

enjoyed and still see results. More than a decade later, I still follow the keto diet. It has become

my passion. In 2014, I started a blog, . I wanted to show others how to make the keto diet as

easy as possible to start and maintain.Although I love to cook, I don’t often have the time or

energy to spend hours in the kitchen, especially during the week. Who does? The dishes I

cook for my family are easy and quick, and I’ve compiled my favorites here for you. I hope

these 100 simple meals and sides will become your keto meal inspiration and make your life a

little bit easier.To be fair, “easier” doesn’t always mean “quicker.” A recipe might include hands-

off time, as is the case with my slow cooker Lamb Stew with Turnips, or it might include

advance prep, use of ingredients that need minimal prep, or no oven time, like my BBQ

Chicken Wraps. But if you’ve done keto for a while, you probably already know that advance

planning and creative thinking are key to a successful keto diet.In addition to easy recipes,

you’ll find lots of tried-and-true tips and techniques to help you minimize your time in the



kitchen. I have so much to share with you, and with this book, it’s all finally in one place.

Weeknight meals just got a lot easier, so let’s get cooking!CHAPTER ONEDelicious Keto

Meals Done EasyIn this chapter, we’ll cover all the basics of getting your kitchen ready to make

the recipes in this book. Even if you have been eating this way for a long time, I recommend

reading through this section to get an idea of my strategies for keto dinner success. We’ll

explore the essential ingredients and equipment, then dive into helpful time-saving tips and

tricks.Stocking Up for SuccessThe following are the ingredients most frequently used in these

recipes. You probably already have most of them on your shopping list. Some can be swapped

for those already in your kitchen (see “Simple Swaps and Substitutions” here). You can easily

find most items in major grocery stores, but you might need to look online for some of them.

See my preferred brands in the Resources section (here).Fresh and Perishable

GoodsCHEESE: Most of this book’s recipes call for shredded cheese because it’s such a time-

saver, but be aware that many brands use anticaking agents (potato starch, cellulose, or

cornstarch), which add a small amount of carbohydrates (typically 1g) per ¼ cup. If you prefer

cheese without these additives, you can shred your favorite cheese or check out the 365

Everyday Value brand of shredded cheese sold by Whole Foods. Mozzarella, Mexican blend,

and cheddar cheese are widely used in these recipes. Whenever possible, buy full-fat

varieties.DAIRY AND DAIRY ALTERNATIVES: Butter, heavy (whipping) cream, and

unsweetened almond milk are keto refrigerator staples. Heavy cream and almond milk are

especially good for sauces and my yummy Creamed Spinach. Grass-fed butter is better than

grain-fed because it contains a lot of healthy saturated fat, more essential omega-3s and other

fatty acids, and higher amounts of vitamins A, D, E, and K. I offer measurements in ounces as

well as tablespoons because not all butter comes in the standard four-ounce sticks with the

tablespoon guide, especially outside the United States.EGGS: Eggs are a wonderful source of

protein on their own, so you’ll always want to keep some hard-boiled eggs on hand for a

satiating low-carb snack. They’re also an essential ingredient in Spinach, Mushroom, and

Cheddar Frittata, Spinach-and-Basil Egg Noodles with Parmesan, and many other

recipes.GROUND MEAT: Ground meat is a keto staple, whether it’s pork, chicken, beef, or

turkey. When possible, opt for grass-fed beef, which is better for a keto diet because it contains

fewer calories, more healthy fats, and (perhaps surprisingly) ample amounts of essential

electrolytes to keep you hydrated. A note on cooking with ground beef: If your ground beef is

good quality and lean, it will need a little oil for browning. If it’s cheaper and fattier, no oil is

needed and you will have to drain it after cooking.LEAFY GREENS: Spinach, iceberg, romaine,

butter lettuces, arugula—the list goes on. All are packed with vitamins, nutrients, and fiber, and

they’re an easy way to punch up the nutrition of your meals. Different greens are used

throughout these recipes and they vary in macros, so keep that in mind while cooking.LOW-

CARB TORTILLAS: Low-carb tortillas are filling and have a long shelf life, making them an

easy favorite for quick meals. For these recipes, try to find tortillas that are about 8 inches in

diameter and contain 3 to 4g net carbs each. Keep in mind that low-carb tortillas don’t work for

everyone, so they aren’t mandatory. An essential ingredient is essential only if it works for you!

LOW-CARB VEGGIES: Cauliflower and zucchini are so versatile, both in how they can be

prepared and the variety of flavors they work with. Cauliflower can be mashed (here) or riced

(here), as well as transformed into dishes like Cauliflower ’n’ Cheese. Zucchini lends itself

perfectly to veggie noodles (here). But other great choices include asparagus, avocados

(although technically a fruit), mushrooms, broccoli, bell peppers, eggplant, radishes, and

turnips, all of which work well in many different cooking methods.MAYONNAISE: Full-fat mayo

doesn’t contain any carbohydrates. Reduced-fat mayonnaise contains 1g net carb per



tablespoon, and while this amount doesn’t sound like much, it can add up. My Super Easy

Mayonnaise is surprisingly simple, so if you want to try making your own, check out the recipe

here.PRECOOKED MEAT: Cooked bacon, sausages, sliced turkey, and chicken save prep

time. Always check the label for processed meats to ensure you are choosing a keto-friendly

product—sometimes added ingredients can boost the carb count.Frozen GoodsBROCCOLI:

Frozen broccoli is a fast, easy way to round out meals like Pork Medallions with Blue Cheese

Sauce and Salmon Gratin. I like to buy the microwaveable steam-in-the-bag packages for extra

convenience.CAULIFLOWER RICE: You can either buy cauliflower already riced or easily

make your own (here) and freeze it. The pieces are so small that you generally don’t need to

thaw before cooking.CHOPPED SPINACH: Chopped and frozen spinach is a budget-friendly

way to add nutrients to your dishes. Thaw and thoroughly drain before using.SHRIMP: I buy

packs of frozen raw large shrimp to keep in the freezer at all times. You can thaw the shrimp

overnight in a colander placed over a plate in the refrigerator; or for those last-minute dinners,

simply place the shrimp in a colander in the sink and run cold water over them for about 10

minutes, or until they’re thawed.Pantry GoodsALMOND FLOUR: In addition to its usefulness in

low-carb or gluten-free baking, almond flour is used in savory recipes like my Oven-Baked

Spinach-and-Cheese Gnocchi and Cheesy Broccoli Fritters. For best results, choose finely

ground almond flour.BROTH: Beef, chicken, vegetable, and even seafood broth or stock are

useful pantry items, but a good chicken or vegetable broth is all you really need. You can use

either one interchangeably with beef or seafood broth in these recipes. I’ve also included a

recipe that has directions for making your own chicken stock (here).CANNED SEAFOOD:

Canned fish, such as tuna, crab, anchovies, and clams, is an easy source of protein when

you’re short on time. I prefer varieties that are packed in water, but those packed in olive oil

work just as well in these recipes. Make sure to try New England Clam Chowder. It’s a

revelation!JARRED OR CANNED ARTICHOKES: Artichokes are a wonderful addition to

salads, wraps, my delicious Cauliflower Risotto with Artichokes, and other recipes. Whether

whole or quartered, jarred or canned options are so much quicker to prepare than buying fresh.

If you prefer marinated artichokes, check the nutrition label for any added sugar.OLIVES: Black

and green olives make a terrific snack and are interchangeable in most of these recipes, like

Greek Salad and Chicken Cacciatore. Opt for pitted olives to save on prep time.PORK RINDS:

Pork rinds are a popular low-carb snack in their own right; when crushed, they are great for

topping recipes like Green Bean Gratin or binding together Saucy Sausage-and-Beef

Meatballs. In the Resources section (here), I’ve listed my favorite brands of ready-made pork

rind crumbs, but if you are buying them whole, choose a plain variety. Flavored versions often

contain sugar, which makes them unsuitable for keto.TOMATO SAUCE: I prefer to cook with

cans of smooth tomato sauce without any additives or sugar, which is the most family-friendly

version for those at my table (there always seems to be someone who doesn’t like “bits”). Feel

free to choose your favorite style and brand.Simple Swaps and SubstitutionsYou can follow the

recipes in this book to the letter or simply use them as a guideline. Cooking is adaptable, and

you can usually tweak recipes to suit your palate, address dietary needs, fit your budget, or use

ingredients you have on hand. Having the confidence to experiment comes from cooking

experience, but when you’re short on time, your ability to substitute ingredients is critical.When

you’re on keto, however, you’ll want to learn about the different swaps available so you can be

sure the final meal contains the same macros as the nutritional information states. Following

are some of my go-to easy swaps and substitutions that have a fairly equal exchange. If you

make substantial changes to these ingredients, you may need to calculate the nutritional data

from scratch.ALTERNATIVE MILKS: You can replace unsweetened almond milk with any other



unsweetened plant-based milk. Consider the flavor profile of the dish before making your

decision. I think mild-flavored almond milk works well in the Cheesy Broccoli and Cauliflower

Rice, but unsweetened coconut milk would work well in New England Clam Chowder and give

the dish more depth of flavor.CHEESES: You can always switch the suggested cheese for your

favorite type or even use nondairy cheese.GROUND TURKEY AND GROUND CHICKEN:

These are interchangeable. They contain the same macros and have similar flavor profiles and

cooking times.HERBS AND SPICES: If a recipe calls for cayenne pepper, you can substitute

paprika for a similar flavor without the kick. Oregano or thyme are nice alternatives for basil;

parsley can be used instead of cilantro; and scallions can replace chives. I recommend

substituting half the specified amount, then adjusting to your liking.SOY SAUCE AND GLUTEN-

FREE TAMARI: If you are following a gluten-free diet, substitute gluten-free tamari for soy

sauce.SQUASH: Zucchini and yellow squash are interchangeable. The macros are the

same.Essential EquipmentFor the chapters that require specific cookware or appliances (One

Pot, One Pan, and Pressure Cooker or Slow Cooker), I’ve gone into more detail about the

equipment here and here. Aside from these gadgets, the recipes in this book need only the

most basic kitchen equipment mentioned here. When possible, I’ve suggested alternatives that

will do in a pinch.BLENDER OR FOOD PROCESSOR: A standard-speed blender or food

processor is especially useful for making Cauliflower Rice. A 9- to 11-cup capacity is ideal for

most cooking needs.COLANDER: This perforated bowl is handy for draining washed or cooked

produce, including zucchini noodles.CUTTING BOARD: Plastic cutting boards are best for

preparing chicken, fish, onions, or garlic because the juices can sink into wood grain and be

hard to remove. For everything else, you can use a wooden board.IMMERSION BLENDER: An

immersion blender makes blending soups easy and safe and reduces the number of dishes. If

you don’t have one, you can carefully transfer your soup in batches to a standard blender

instead.MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS: This book uses tablespoons, teaspoons, and

standard cup measurements, so you’ll want a set of each.MEAT THERMOMETER: A probe

thermometer is essential for ensuring that meat is both safe to eat and cooked to your liking.

One that can be left in the meat with the display on the outside of the oven is particularly useful

for recipes like Roast Beef with Celery Root and Green Beans. This tool is inexpensive and

takes the guesswork out of cooking meat.MIXING BOWLS: I use small, medium, and large

dishwasher-safe mixing bowls.SHARP KNIFE: I have many knives, but I really use only two of

them: a 5-inch and a 6½-inch, both made by Wüsthof, that I keep sharp at all times.SILICONE

BAKING MAT: These reusable mats help prevent food from sticking to baking sheets and

reduce cleanup. They make an excellent substitute for parchment paper or aluminum

foil.SPIRALIZER: This gadget is magical at making keto-friendly vegetable noodles. If you don’t

own one, try using a mandoline or a julienne peeler.WOK: A wok is perfect for stir-fries,

including my Lemon Chicken and Asparagus Stir-Fry. Its rounded bottom and sloping sides

help distribute heat evenly. If you don’t own one, you can use a large, deep-sided skillet

instead.Time-Saving Tips and TricksAt the end of a long day, you rarely have the energy to

spend hours in the kitchen, right? The less time we spend in the kitchen, the more available we

are for family time or “me” time. These are a few of my favorite kitchen shortcuts.Plan and

OrganizeA culinary game plan will decrease the time and money you spend at the grocery

store. Set aside a time each week to plan for the week ahead. This way you’ll be asking,

“What’s for dinner?” only once every seven days, instead of each night. Flip through your

cookbooks (like this one!). Review any bookmarked recipes and look for new dishes. Get input

from your picky eaters. What would they like to eat? How can you map their desires into your

plan? Find ways to economize. Think about ways you can use leftover ingredients between



dishes or take advantage of sales at the grocery store. Try an online keto meal planner. This is

a great tool for busy families or for anyone who is new to a keto diet. You can plan all your

meals and create shopping lists so you don’t have to worry about forgetting ingredients when

you go to the store. See the Resources section (here) for a few of my favorites. Shop for

groceries online. Ordering from home can make planning easier and more successful because

you can quickly find your favorite ingredients and order them again. Plus, you can usually see

all the special offers at a glance.Buy in BulkChances are, you’ve got some go-to ingredients

and recipes in your keto stockpile. While your favorites may evolve over time, you can save

money by purchasing frequently used items in bulk. Bulk items, usually sold at large grocery

and warehouse stores, can keep you supplied over the long term, although you should still

watch your prices and do the math—not everything in bulk is a bargain. On a sustainability

note, many items sold in bulk require less packaging, thus reducing your carbon footprint.Opt

for Prepared VegetablesAdmittedly, buying vegetables that are already cut, sliced, and

prepared isn’t the most cost-effective practice, but some days your time is worth more. Here

are some prepared veggie tips. Buy your zucchini already spiralized and cauliflower already

riced. You can often find raw zucchini noodles in the refrigerated section with other prepared

vegetables. I’ve never had much success with frozen zucchini because its high water content

makes it mushy. Cauliflower rice, on the other hand, is great refrigerated or frozen. Use

shredded coleslaw mix. Coleslaw mix can be used in my Reuben Skillet and Turkey Egg Roll in

a Bowl to cut down on unnecessary chopping. These mixes come in 14-ounce bags and are

usually a combination of green and red cabbages and tiny shreds of carrots (which are so

minimal they don’t really affect macros). Stockpile steam-in-the-bag veggies. There’s no

preparation required, aside from pressing the button on your microwave. They’re also a quick

and healthy way to cook vegetables like cauliflower, broccoli, green beans, spinach, and

Brussels sprouts. This product is one of the most convenient ways to round out a meal with a

quick side dish.Embrace Ingredient ShortcutsIn addition to prepared vegetables, countless

other shortcuts for ingredients can help get you out of the kitchen faster. Use garlic paste.

Fresh minced garlic is a great way to add bold flavor to dishes, but I often substitute it with an

equal amount from a refrigerated tube of garlic paste. Once I discovered how much easier it is

to use the paste than to mince cloves, I never looked back. The same macros and

measurements apply with none of the effort. The Gourmet Garden brand is high quality and

always provides delicious results, and I’ve started using their ginger paste, too. Swap onions

for onion powder. Convenience is just one reason: It is seriously quick to measure onion

powder and add it to a recipe. The carbohydrate count, however, is also significant. One

tablespoon of onion powder contains about 4g net carbs. This measurement is equivalent to

one medium onion (about 4 ounces), which contains just over 10g net carbs. Keep precooked

meats on hand. Precooked meat is a must in my refrigerator, and it’s one of my absolute

favorite shortcuts. From bacon to sausage to turkey and chicken, you can find keto-friendly

meats that don’t require you to turn on your oven. One of my favorite ready-made options is a

classic rotisserie chicken. All the hard (and hot!) work has been done for you. A standard 2-

pound rotisserie chicken typically yields about 1 pound (or 4 cups) of meat. Be sure to check

out Easy Chicken Soup for a delicious way to use the bones.Do a Little ExtraWhenever

possible, try to do a little extra prepping to save time on days when you’re rushing or can’t be

bothered. Chop and store more than you need. If you’re dicing an onion or a bell pepper, grab a

few and refrigerate or freeze what you don’t need right away for another recipe. Double-batch

dishes. One of my favorite ways to help out my future self is to scale meals that freeze

especially well so I can just thaw and heat at a later date. This book is full of freezer-friendly



recipes, like Turkey Florentine Bake and Pepperoni Meatza. Make now, serve later. Many

recipes can be prepared ahead and stored in the refrigerator until you’re ready to cook or serve

them. Look for the Make Ahead tips which you can find on dishes like Sausage and Cauliflower

Salad and Beef Taco Lasagna.About the RecipesLet’s explore what you’ll find in the recipes to

come. Chapters are divided by easy cooking method (such as 5 Ingredients or Fewer, 30

Minutes or Less), so you can choose what works best for your family’s schedule and lifestyle.If

you know your morning is quiet but you have a late work meeting followed by basketball

practice pickup, a set-it-and-go slow cooker meal like Secret-Ingredient Beef Chili will give you

a win. Tired of doing dishes? Try the one-pan Loaded Chicken and Cauliflower Nachos. And if

you just can’t face turning on the oven at all, chapter 2 features 10 no-cook recipes, like

Avocado Caprese Lettuce Wraps.Most recipes are designed to yield between 4 and 6 servings,

and more than half are meant to be stand-alone meals. I know sometimes the hardest part of

putting together an evening meal is deciding what to serve with the main course, so in chapter

8 I’ve included super easy and delicious side dishes—Easy Cheese Biscuits, anyone?—plus

simple homemade keto sauces and condiments. Read on to learn more about each chapter.No

CookThere won’t be any sweating over the stove with the meals from chapter 2. These no-cook

meals are perfect for hot summer temperatures. They make use of ready-cooked items like

hard-boiled eggs, canned tuna, and cooked meats, such as sausages, chicken, and bacon.

One of my favorites is Buffalo Chicken Salad.5 Ingredients or FewerFrom Pesto Flounder with

Bok Choy to Curried Salmon Fish Cakes, chapter 3 contains awesome keto recipes that use

no more than five ingredients. Note: Not counted as one of the five ingredients are butter, oil

(olive oil, avocado oil, or nonstick cooking spray), salt, pepper, and water, because odds are

you already have these items in your kitchen.In some cases, fresh herbs are suggested to add

flavor and a pop of color, but these garnishes are always optional. The fewer the ingredients,

the quicker the preparation time!30 Minutes or LessWhen you’re short on time, turn to chapter

4. From prep to plate, you can make these recipes in 30 minutes or less. You'll find stir-fries,

skillet meals, and my personal recommendation: Jalapeño Popper Chicken Casserole. In some

cases, the dishes rely on components—like zucchini noodles and cauliflower rice—that you

can purchase or make ahead of time and store until needed.One PanThe one-pan recipes in

chapter 5 use either a baking sheet or a skillet. On occasion, you might use a bowl to mix

ingredients before adding them to the pan or you may need a plate so you can cook in

batches, but these meals are designed to keep dishes to a minimum.I recommend a large

baking sheet (13 by 18 inches). If yours isn’t nonstick, line it with parchment paper or a silicone

baking mat. This pan will help you cook up meals like Sausage, Zucchini, and Green Bean

Packets. For recipes like Turkey Enchilada Skillet, you’ll need a skillet that is at least 15 inches

wide. Some recipes call for an oven-safe pan that can be used both on the stovetop and in the

oven. A cast-iron pan is great if you have one, but it isn’t essential.Something for EveryoneDo

you have someone in your family who hates spicy food? Or someone who won’t touch any

green vegetables with a 10-foot pole? It’s rare for every family member to love every dish every

time, but no one wants to be a short-order cook night after night. I’ve done my best to make

this book as useful as possible. I’ve included a Picky Eater label on recipes that are well suited

to families with diverse tastes and diets.One solution might be to cook a one-pan meal that

doesn’t require everything to be mixed together, like Sheet Pan Steak with Eggplant and

Zucchini. Another solution is to add the spices after serving (rather than while cooking), like in

Spiced Pumpkin Soup. Perhaps someone is particular about certain vegetables. The Spinach,

Mushroom, and Cheddar Frittata is versatile enough to swap any vegetable (or cheese) you

desire—it’s even easy enough to make two different varieties at once.Also look for Variation



Tips, which include suggestions for ingredients you can swap or substitute to make the dish

exactly what you need for your diet or preference. Some recipes like soups and stews can be

made meat-free by using a vegetable stock or broth instead of chicken or beef. Conversely, you

can add meat to certain recipes that are written as vegetarian; for example, you could toss

some cooked chicken or bacon into Turnip and Thyme Soup with delicious results.My hope is

these little tricks will be the game changers that make mealtime easier and happier for

everyone.One PotJust as with the one-pan recipes, chapter 6 is all about minimizing the work

you have to do (or delegate) after you’ve prepared the meal. You’ll need a Dutch oven (4- to 6-

quart is ideal) or a large (8- to 10-quart) stockpot to make winners like classic Dinner Party

Beef Stroganoff.
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Shelly, “Love all the recipes. I am going fix this for my family. They will love it . I have been on

Keto for last 3years I have tried all kinds of stuff and was never disappointed.”

Vic, “Lots of good recipes that use ordinary foods.. I would recommend this book to anyone

who has type 2 diabetes.  The recipes are written simply and easy to understand.”

Rachel, “Simple, easy, doable recipes! Highly recommended!. This is a fantastic cookbook for

anyone wanting to adapt to a low carb and keto diet without a lot of difficulty. All of the recipes

are simple to make with ingredients that are easy to find in your local grocery store. I especially

love how you don't need to search for exotic ingredients or have advanced cooking skills in

order to follow the recipes in the book. This is one reason I've followed Georgina for years

because she makes living a low carb/keto lifestyle so easy with her simple and doable recipes.

The book is broken into different categories like 5 ingredients or fewer, pressure cooker or slow

cooker, sauces and sides, etc., and that makes it easy for me to quickly find what works best

for me. I feel like anyone would enjoy the recipes in this book whether they are following a keto

diet or not, or if they just need some new ideas for healthy, satisfying meals. I received a free

copy of this cookbook in exchange for my honest review.”

721trucker, “Keto...maybe...but beware of net carb preachers.. Look, we know that the

challenge with Keto is finding a variety of meals that fit the criteria of being keto, still tasting

good, and not eating the same thing week after week. I think we would all stick closer to the

diet if we had more options that actually qualified as keto.My problem with most of these

cookbooks for Ketogenic diets have now started using "net carbs" as a qualifier. The truth is

that net carbs is a great way to cheat on the diet and game the system. You end up net carbing

your way to gaining weight and feeling crappy again. So my admonishment to you, dear reader,

is to only touch the more carby recipes as treats...occasional treats...and basically still to your

meats and cruciferous veggies as much as possible. Use this book as "something different"

idea book.Now, the book is great. Nice options and recipes that taste really, really good. As

stated above however, you can't fight a bad diet. Your brain doesn't differentiate between

artificial and natural sweetenters. It only sees sugar, and it does what it does. If you are stocked

up on glucose, it stores the excess as fat. Your "net carbs" end up as net body fat. I personally

go through every recipe and find all the sugar and carbs and make decisions about how often,

or even if I should use the recipe at all.This book contains a mix of pure goodness, and some

questionable choices for those people who need to stick very close to the keto lifestyle for

health reasons, especially anyone trying to control seizures or type 2 diabetes. For straight up

weight control, you can get along fine with this book for the most part. I think with exercise, this

book is going to keep most of us in pretty good shape. If your health is in danger, you may

need to be more strict that this book guide you.”

CBart, “Easy, tasty approach to keto meals. This cookbook contains easy to make and good-

tasting keto meals created from readily available grocery staples.As another reviewer pointed

out, this book is well-organized; one can easily choose a chapter depending on your needs and

available time for meal-planning and preparation.I especially like the relative simplicity of pantry

staples, refrigerator items and grocery lists. Pages 2-3 of the book lays out the fundamentals

for these items.Full disclosure: I received a free copy of this cookbook in exchange for my

honest review. But I've followed the author's recipes and blog for years now, and own several of

her books. I definitely recommend  all of them, and I feel this is the best yet.”



Lunna, “incredibly delish. incredible value for money. great cookbook with simple AND super

delish recopies for absolute keto beginners. I highly recommend it to foodies looking to change

something small and lose weight to boost”

The book by Georgina  Bomer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 77 people have provided feedback.
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